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Abstract In this paper, we apply a dialog evaluation Interaction Quality (IQ) frame-
work to human-computer customer service dialogs. IQ framework can be used to
predict user satisfaction at an utterance level in a dialog. Such a rating framework is
useful for online adaptation of dialog system behavior and increase user engagement
through personalization. We annotated a dataset of 120 human-computer dialogs
from two customer service application domains with IQ scores. Our inter-annotator
agreement (ρ = 0.72/0.66) is similar to the agreement observed on the IQ annota-
tions of publicly available bus information corpus. The IQ prediction performance
of an in-domain SVM model trained on a small set of call center domain dialogs
achieves a correlation of ρ=0.53/0.56 measured against the annotated IQ scores. A
generic model built exclusively on public LEGO data achieves 94%/65% of the in-
domain model’s performance. An adapted model built by extending a public dataset
with a small set of dialogs in a target domain achieves 102%/81% of the in-domain
model’s performance.

1 Introduction

Automated call/chat centers handle thousands of customer service requests daily
and require regular procedures to assess quality of the dialog interaction. While us-
ing automation for customer service leads to cost savings, it is important to maintain
a high quality of interaction as it affects customers perception of the company and
the brand. Analysts in automated customer support call centers measure objective
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task success as well as subjective interaction quality. Task success is determined
by objective metrics, such as if a customer request was handled appropriately or
whether the required information was elicited from the customers. Subjective met-
rics estimate customers opinion about the quality of the dialog. While an objective
task success measure is an important metric for any interface, a subjective dialog
evaluation has important long-term implication. A customer’s inclination to recom-
mend the system is measured by the Net Promoter Score questionnaires which is
widely used by businesses [9].

In this work, we attempt to quantify the subjective user satisfaction of a cus-
tomer during conversation with an automated spoken customer service dialog sys-
tem. We apply Interaction Quality framework, first introduced by Schmitt et al. [12].
IQ score, an integer in the range of 1 to 5, is annotated by a labeler on each dialog
turn. It has been experimentally shown to correlate with the overall satisfaction of
a dialog system user [13]. IQ framework supports prediction of user satisfaction in
an ongoing dialog which allows adaptation of dialog behavior to the perceived user
satisfaction [16, 17]. In a post-deployment system analysis, IQ prediction on the
last turn of a dialog can be used to identify problematic dialogs and infer conditions
that lead to decreased user satisfaction [21, 11].

We apply IQ framework in a new domain of customer service dialogs and evalu-
ate generalization of a Support Vector Machine Model trained on the publicly avail-
able LEGO corpus to the customer service domain. We annotate a dataset of 120
dialogs for two customer service domains (devices and hospitality) using IQ guide-
lines. Our inter-annotator agreement is similar to the agreement achieved by the
annotators of the LEGO corpus, with Weighed Cohen’s κ=.54/.63 and Spearman’s
Rank Correlation ρ=.72/.66 for each of the domains. We evaluate the automatic IQ
prediction using Support Vector Machine Model. The performance of an in-domain
model trained on a small set of the dialogs in the corresponding call center domain
achieves ρ=.53/.56. A generic model that was built only on public data achieves
94%/65% of the in-domain model’s performance. An adapted model built by ex-
tending a public dataset with a small set of 30 dialogs in a target domain achieves
102%/81% of the in-domain model’s performance.

To our knowledge, this is the first application of the IQ framework to a com-
mercially deployed dialog system. Our results indicate that an IQ model trained on
a publicly available corpus can be successfully applied and adapted to predict IQ
scores in customer service dialogs.

2 Related work

Roy et al. [10] describe a comprehensive analytics tool for evaluating agent behavior
in human call centers. In addition to objective measures of system functions, sub-
jective measures of user satisfaction are also used in evaluation of dialog systems.
Subjective measures are evaluated using a questionnaire with a set of subjective
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Corpus Num Num Avg Avg Avg weighed Rho
dialogs turns length IQ kappa

Public LEGO dataset
LEGO1 237 6.3K 26.9 3.5 .54 .72
LEGO2 437 11.1K 25.4 3.9 .58 .72

Proprietary INTER dataset
INTER-D 60 419 6.98 4.3 .54 .72
INTER-H 60 393 6.55 4.4 .62 .66

Table 1: Statistics on the LEGO and INTER data sets.

questions [5, 4]. Net Promoter Score proposes to simplify the measure to a single
question of a hypothetical recommendation [9].

A body of research in dialog focuses on automatic estimation of user percep-
tion of the dialog quality using objective dialog measures, such as percentages of
timeout, rejection, help, cancel, and barge-in [20, 1]. Predicting sub-
jective ratings assigned by the actual user requires a set up where users rate the sys-
tem. However, such an evaluation is not always feasible with real users of commer-
cial systems. Evanini et al. [3] collect labels from external listeners, not the callers
themselves, and show high degree of correlation among several human annotators
and automatic predictors.

Interaction Quality framework has been validated in user studies showing that IQ
scores assigned by expert annotators correlate with user’s ratings [13, 12]. Support
Vector Machines (SVM) classification of IQ score was shown to be the most effec-
tive method for predicting IQ. Sequence methods have also been evaluated but did
not outperform SVM [18]. Using a Recurrent Neural Network for prediction of IQ
shows promising results [7].

3 Data

In our study we use two data sets: a publicly available LEGO dataset and a propri-
etary INTER dataset (see Table 1). LEGO dataset consists of the logs and extracted
features from the Let’s Go! bus information dialog system annotated with Interac-
tion Quality [8, 14]. LEGO1 contains 237 dialogs and is a subset of LEGO2 which
contains 437 dialogs. INTER dataset consists of logs from deployed Interactions
LLC customer support dialog systems implemented with a knowledge-based dia-
log manager, statistical speech recognition (ASR) and natural language understand-
ing (NLU) components. The Interactions dialog systems use a human-in-the-loop
approach: when the NLU’s confidence is low, human agent performs NLU by lis-
tening to an utterance. The dialog starts with a system’s generic ‘How may i help
you?’ question. Once the reason for the call is established, the system proceeds to
collect domain-specific details, including dates, names, or account and phone num-
bers. Some of the calls are fulfilled within the automatic system while others are
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forwarded, together with the collected information, to a human agent. In our exper-
iments, we use only the human-computer portion of the customer service dialogs.

From the Interactions data set, we choose two customer support domains: de-
vices (INTER-D) and hospitality (INTER-H). For each domain, we randomly select
60 dialogs with the lengths ranging between 5 and 10 turns. Two labelers anno-
tated IQ on each dialog turn according to the same guidelines as those used for
annotating LEGO corpus [14]. Annotations are performed with an in-house im-
plemented iPython notebook interface [6]. We measure agreement using Weighted
Cohen’s Kappa and Spearman’s Rank Correlation [2, 15]. Both of these measures
take into account ordinal nature of the scores reducing the discount of disagree-
ments the smaller the difference is between two ratings. To evaluate inter-annotator-
agreement, twenty of the INTER dialogs in each domain are annotated by both an-
notators. We observe similar agreement on the INTER and LEGO datasets with κ

between .54 and .62. and ρ between .66 and .72.
Cohen’s kappa is a statistical measure for inter-annotator agreement. It measures

agreement between two annotators for categorical items.

κ =
ρo−ρe

1−ρe
(1)

Where ρo is the relative observed agreement between raters and ρe is the probability
of chance agreement.

Spearman’s rho is used to measure rank correlation between two variables.

ρ =
∑i(xi− x̄)(yi− ȳ)√

(∑i(xi− x̄))2(∑i(yi− ȳ))2
(2)

Where xi and yi are corresponding ranks and x̄, ȳ are the mean ranks.

4 Experiments

4.1 Features

The features used in IQ prediction include the features from the automatic speech
recognizer (ASR), dialog manager state (DM), user utterance modality, duration,
and text/NLU (see Table 2). In our experiments, we use a set of features that may be
automatically extracted from system log (AUTO), a subset of the features distributed
with the LEGO corpus [14]. The AUTO features excluding text, NLU, and dialog
state are GENERIC and also transferable across domains.1 We automatically extract
the subset of generic features from the INTER corpus. We scale all numeric features
to have mean 0 and variance 1 using sklearn.preprocessing.StandardScaler with
default settings.

1 barge-in feature is GENERIC but not recorded in the INT ER dataset.
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Feature set Features
ASR (utt/total/mean/window) ASR success?, ASR failure?, timeout?, reject?, ASR score,

barge-in?
DM (utt/total/mean/window) reprompt?, confirm?, acknowledge?
DM (this utt) prompt type (request/ack/confirm), role, loop, DM-state
Modality voice?, dtmf?, unexpected?
Duration words per utt, utt duration, turn number, dialog-duration
Text/NLU system-prompt, user-utt, semantic-parse

Table 2: Feature set from the LEGO corpus. Binary features are marked with ?.
Generic features also available in the INTER corpus are shown in bold.

4.2 Method

In our experiments, we use SVM classification which has been shown to outperform
sequence models in the IQ prediction task [19].2 For the evaluation metrics, we fol-
low [19] and report Unweighed Average Recall (UAR), linearly weighted Cohen’s
Kappa (w-κ), and Spearman’s Rank coefficient ρ .

Unweighted Average Recall is defined as the sum of class wise recalls rc divided
by the number of classes |C|.

UAR =
1
|C|∑c∈C

rc (3)

Recall rc for each class c is defined as,

rc =
1
|Rc|

Rc

∑
i=1

δhiri (4)

Where δ is the Kronecker-delta, hi and ri are the ith pair of hypothesis and reference.
|Rc| is the total number of ratings per class c.

For the evaluation on LEGO data, we conduct a 10-fold cross validation by split-
ting the data set into training and test sets on dialog level. For the evaluation on
INT ER data, we consider three types of conditions: CROSS, ADAPT, and DO-
MAIN. For the CROSS condition, we train the model on LEGO1 data and evaluate
on all 60 dialogs from the test corpus. For the ADAPT condition, we run a 10-fold
validation experiment by selecting part of the INT ER data for training and interpo-
lating it with LEGO1. Each fold is tested on the remaining INT ER dialogs. For the
ADAPT20 condition we use 20% (12) INT ER dialogs and for the ADAPT50 con-
dition, we use 50% (30) INT ER dialogs. For the DOMAIN condition, we perform
a 10-fold cross-validation on the full 60 dialogs of the INT ER data.3

2 We use linearSVC from the the sklearn package with the default parameters.
3 We report the results on INT ER corpus using LEGO1 for training as it achieved higher scores
than the models trained on LEGO2.
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Features (condition) Train Test UAR W-κ ρ %
Evaluation on LEGO data

AUTO LEGO1 LEGO1 .50 .61 .78 -
AUTO w/o text LEGO1 LEGO1 .49 .61 .77 -
GENERIC LEGO1 LEGO1 .49 .61 .77 -
AUTO LEGO2 LEGO2 .47 .55 .70 -
AUTO w/o text LEGO2 LEGO2 .45 .52 .66 -
GENERIC LEGO2 LEGO2 .44 .48 .61 -

Evaluation on INTER data.
GENERIC (DOMAIN) INTER-D INTER-D .42 .38 .53 100%
GENERIC (CROSS) LEGO1 INTER-D .42 .30 .50 94%
GENERIC (ADAPT20) LEGO1+20%INTER-D INTER-D .38 .31 .49 92%
GENERIC (ADAPT50) LEGO1+50%INTER-D INTER-D .36 .35 .54 102%
GENERIC (DOMAIN) INTER-H INTER-H .45 .38 .57 100%
GENERIC (CROSS) LEGO1 INTER-H .40 .26 .37 65%
GENERIC (ADAPT20) LEGO1+20%INTER-H INTER-H .38 .31 .42 74%
GENERIC (ADAPT50) LEGO1+50%INTER-H INTER-H .41 .37 .46 81%

Table 3: Results of SVM classification on LEGO and INT ER dataset: Unweighed
Average Recall (UAR), Weighed Cohen’s Kappa (w-κ), and Spearman’s Rank Cor-
relation (ρ). The last column shows the % of the ρ in the CROSS and the ADAPT
conditions in relation to the DOMAIN condition.

4.3 Results

Table 3 shows the results of an SVM classifier predicting IQ score on LEGO and
INTER datasets described in Section 3. With the AUTO features on LEGO1, SVM
classifier achieves UAR = .50 w-κ = .61 and ρ = .78.4 Performance of an SVM
classifier with the AUTO features on LEGO2 is lower than on LEGO1: UAR = .47
w-κ = .55 and ρ = .70. We observe that removing non-generic features results in a
small drop in performance on LEGO1 (ρ drops from .78 to .77). However, the drop
is larger on LEGO2 when non-generic features are removed (ρ drops from .70 to
.61). LEGO2 is a superset of LEGO1. Although all LEGO data originates from the
same domain of bus information, part of LEGO2 was collected at a later time with a
potentially different system components affecting homogeneity of features, such as
ASR confidence scores or dialog manager’s logic. These results are consistent with
the previous work that showed that cross-train-testing on LEGO1 and (LEGO2−
LEGO1) yields a drop in IQ prediction performance in comparison to using training
and testing on LEGO1.

Next, we evaluate the IQ prediction performance on the customer service di-
alogs in two domains: devices (INTER-D) and hospitality (INTER-H). In the DO-
MAIN condition, where the classifier is trained and tested on the data from the
same domain, the classification achieves UAR = .42, w-κ = .38 and ρ = .53 on the
domain INTER-D and UAR = .45, w-κ = .38 and ρ = .57 on the domain H. In

4 This result is a comparable to the result in [19] on LEGO corpus.
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Fig. 1: Error analysis with confusion matrix

the CROSS condition, the classifier achieves UAR = .42, w-κ = .30 and ρ = .50
on the domain D and UAR = .40, w-κ = .26 and ρ = .37 on the domain INTER-
H. The performance for both domains in the CROSS condition is lower than in
the DOMAIN condition. Next, we evaluate the ADAPT conditions. Interpolating
a model with domain-specific data consistently yields an improvement in w-κ:
ADAPT 50 > ADAPT 20 > CROSS but not in the UAR measure. w-κ and ρ met-
rics account for the ordinal nature of the IQ class by penalizing less smaller error.
Hence the results suggest that with the addition of the in-domain training data, the
classification results is closer to the human ranking but does not always yield more
exact matches of scores.

4.4 Error Analysis

We analyze the errors made by a classifier on the INTER dataset. Figure 1 shows
a heat map of true and predicted IQ scores for the CROSS and ADAPT-50 condi-
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INTER-D
True(row)/Pred(col) 1 2 3 4 5 total Rec
1 3 5 3 0 0 11 .27
2 0 5 5 0 0 10 0.5
3 0 7 25 7 0 39 0.64
4 1 7 65 38 6 117 0.32
5 0 3 80 64 95 241 0.39
prec 0.75 0.19 0.14 0.35 0.94 408 0.43

INTER-H
True(row)/Pred(col) 1 2 3 4 5 total Rec
1 3 2 0 1 0 6 0.5
2 2 1 1 4 1 9 0.11
3 3 1 9 5 0 18 0.5
4 1 1 52 56 21 131 0.43
5 0 0 56 69 104 229 0.45
prec 0.33 0.2 0.08 0.41 0.82 387 0.40

Table 4: Error analysis confusing matrix for the cross-domain experimental condi-
tion CROSS.

tions.5 We observe that the most weight is concentrated on the higher true scores
(4,5) as the dataset is skewed towards the higher scores. In all four heat maps, the
weight is concentrated around the diagonal indicating that the prediction error tends
to be within a range of +/-2 points. However, majority of the weight is not on the
diagonal reflecting a low UAR which does not take error size into account.

In the CROSS condition the classifier tends to assign lower scores for the turns
labeled as 4 and 5, mislabeling them as 3 and 4. This appears to be corrected in
the ADAPT-50 condition where the weight shifts closer to the diagonal. For the
INTER-H dataset, in the ADAPT50 condition we observe a weight shift towards
the diagonal across all scores. For the INTER-D dataset, however, the lower scores
(1,2) are misclassified more frequently as (3,4).

We note that the INT ER dataset is small and highly skewed towards higher scores
with the average IQ of 4.2/4.3. Both INTER-D and INTER-H contain very few
examples with lower IQ scores. Table 4 shows a confusion matrix with precision
and recall scores for each label for the CROSS condition. More annotated data with
lower IQ labels is needed to validate the performance on turns labeled with lower
IQ scores.

4.5 Feature Analysis

In this section we explore the relationship between different features and Interaction
Quality. We fit a linear regression model using the numeric features of the INTER-

5 The heat map is drawn on a logarithmic scale.
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INTER-D INTER-H
Weights Features Weights Features
-5.8245 #reprompt +9.6005 %ASR success
+5.5439 %ASR success -5.2867 Mean ASR score
+2.9553 %ASR Timeout| reject + 5.0647 %ASR Timeout| reject
+2.9553 %ASR reject +5.0647 %ASR reject
+2.1197 Mean ASR score (w) -4.8677 #reprompt
-2.0003 Mean ASR score +2.1534 %reprompt
+1.7735 %reprompt -1.6206 user turn number
-1.2341 % unexpected modality -1.5383 unexpected modality(w)
-0.8767 ASR reject (w) +1.0256 dialog duration
-0.8767 ASR timeout/reject (w) +0.8635 % unexpected modality

Table 5: Feature analysis with linear regression

D and INTER-H datasets. The weights of the linear model allows us to measure
the impact of each feature on IQ prediction. To explore numeric features within
INTER dataset, we use all 60 domain specific dialogs to train a linear model for each
domain. In Table 5 we list the top 10 numeric features and their weights identified
by the linear models from each domain. The common top features are marked as
bold. The feature names with (w) implies the feature was calculated on a window
of previous utterances(window size = 3).

We noted that seven features(#reprompt, %ASR success, %ASR Timeout| re-
ject, %ASR reject, Mean ASR score, %reprompt and %unexpected modality) are
assigned a top-10 score by a linear model in both datasets. We found #reprompt to
be most important feature in INTER-D. The negative sign to weight −5.8245 fur-
ther denotes that more re-prompt in dialogs results in a lower IQ. %ASR success
is the second most important features in INTER-D. This feature is also the most
important feature in INTER-H. The feature has positive weight in both dataset in-
dicating that the dialogs with higher %ASR success have higher IQ. We also find
the window features are very important for INTER-D. Mean ASR score in last 3
dialogs increase the predicted IQ score. More ASR reject or timeout in previous 3
turns decrease the predicted IQ. For the INTER-H dataset we see that the higher
user turn number affects IQ negatively indicating that lower score is more likely to
appear later in dialog.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

In this work, we apply Interaction Quality dialog evaluation framework to predict
user satisfaction in human-computer customer service dialogs. We annotate 120 di-
alogs from two deployed customer service applications and use them to evaluate
IQ prediction performance. The inter-annotator agreement Weighed Cohen’s κ of
.54/.63 and Spearman’s Rank Correlation ρ of .72/.66 for each of the datasets in-
dicate that IQ model can be applied in customer service domain. The performance
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of an in-domain model trained only on the call center domain achieves ρ=.53/.56.
A generic model built only on public data achieves 94%/65% of the in-domain per-
formance. A generic model built by extending a public dataset with a small set of
30 dialogs in a target domain achieves 102%/81% of the in-domain performance.
The results of the cross-domain evaluation show that a model built on a publicly
available LEGO corpus can be directly applied to customer service dialogs. Further
adaptation to the domain yields an improved performance.

In the future work, we will further analyze the features used in predicting IQ and
their effect on domain adaptation. We will apply Recurrent Neural Network model
to predict change in IQ score (UP/SAME/DOWN) using a distributed representation
that captures subjectivity of the task and diverging views of the annotators.
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